Arizona Trail Race Results
2010

1. Mark Caminiti - 15:15:37

ITTs:

Kurt Refsnider* (5/1/10) - 7:06:35

* Kurt's time of 7:06:35 sets a new overall fastest traversal for the AZT, by any route and any mode of transport.

DNF:

Ian Corfe - Flagstaff
Brad Kee, Matt Fusco - Highline Trail
Pete Pfister - Tucson

2005

Scott Morris* (ITT) - 7:08:16

* Scott rode the route described in Biking the Arizona Trail. This is a different (and easier) route than what the AZTR will use from 2010 on.

Arizona Trail 300 Results
2010

1. Jefe Branham - 2:09:02
2. Matt Fusco - 3:19:51
3. Todd Johnson - 3:20:04
3. Brad Kee - 3:20:04
5. Lee Blackwell - 4:13:02
6. Tim McCabe - 5:04:26
7. Mark Caminiti - 6:08:27
8. Ian Corfe - 7:03:00

ITTs:

Kurt Refsnider (5/1/10) - 2:08:45
David Jones* (3/12/10) - 3:19:10

* David detoured around the Catalinas due to heavy snow, but rode more miles, similar amount of climbing and with less services.


* Jefe's time of 2:09:02 sets a new overall course record!
* A week later, Kurt Refsnider bettered that record by 17 minutes!

2009

2. Stefan Griebel - 2:14:35
5. Max Morris - 3:10:53
5. Fred Wilkinson - 3:10:53
7. Rob Brinkerhoff - 3:15:28
8. Marshal Bird - 4:10:14

ITTs (Individual Time Trials):

Chad Brown (4/4/09) - 3:10:00

Did not finish:

Scott Morris (Tucson, mile 135)
Tim McCabe (Sahuarita Road, mile 95)
KC Fraser (Canelo Pass, mile 17)

Notes:

* Kurt Refsnider's time sets a new overall course record!
* Chris Plesko rode a rigid singlespeed. His time sets a new singlespeed record.
* Marshal Bird bettered his own Masters record, by over 12 hours.

Bikepacking.net race updates, discussion, and links to writeups from racers
SPOT tracker including history and splits.

2008

(days:hours:minutes)

1. Scott Morris - 3:15:08
1. Fred Wilkinson - 3:15:08
3. Mike Curiak - 4:00:30
3. Pete Basigner - 4:00:30
6. Blair Foust - 5:02:11
7. Troy Marino** - 5:02:13
8. Chris Gardner - 5:09:00

Did not finish:

Chad Brown (Redington Pass, mile ~150)
Tim McCabe (continued off-route at mile ~31)

* - Marshal's time sets the masters (50+) record at 4:22:59.
** - Troy rode a derailerless bike. His time of 5:02:13 sets the derailerless record.

2008 MTBR discussion, updates, photos.

2007 Results

1. Tim McCabe, 4 days, 15 hours, 42 minutes
1. Zach Macdonald, 4 days, 15 hours, 42 minutes

Did not finish:

Chad Brown (Molino Basin, mile 160)
Lee Blackwell (Rosemont JCT Road, mile 80)
Scott Morris (Rosemont JCT Road, mile 80)
Gavin Krusor (Elephant Head Trail, mile 55)

For race reports, pictures and more info head over to MTBR:


2006 Results

1. Scott Morris (AZ), 2 days, 16 hours, 57 minutes
2. Kevin Gillest (CO), 3 days, 9 hours, 49 minutes

Did not finish:

Eric Lashinsky (CO), (Freeman Road, mile 250)
Lee Blackwell (AZ), (Oracle Ridge, mile 185)
Rudi Nadler (AZ), (Redington Pass, mile 150)
Cliff Walker (CA), (Tucson, mile 130)